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Social
Impact
Practice
Founded in 2013 by two former Partners

testify to the importance of hard work,

of Heidrick & Struggles, Minerva

attention to detail, imaginative deal

specializes in executive search and

creation and compelling time lines. In

leadership services in the Social Impact,

a market which is constantly evolving,

Cultural and Education Sectors. Our

Minerva is proud to offer its clients a

consulting team of four has more

service that seamlessly demonstrates

than sixty years combined executive

creativity, intellect and structure.

search experience. Their capability
is augmented by a highly talented

Creating confidence in our delivery

multinational team of researchers.

capability is at the heart of our go
to market strategy. Experienced

The primary motivation of the business

consultants are fully involved with the

at its inception was to get closer to

entire life cycle of a project. Present

clients and candidates, to understand

at briefings, long list and short list

not only their business need, but also

presentation. All underpinned by

the cultural nuances that made them

meticulous reference checking.

unique. In so doing, we have been able
to leverage client loyalty and effective

This gives us additional understanding

candidate management in a way that

of every relevant aspect, and allows us

provided a service that goes above and

to make sure that we are completely

beyond that of our key competitors.

conversant with the requirement, and
have discussed all possible scenarios that

Anyone who has been involved in the
establishment of a ‘challenger brand’ will

may arise during the search process.

Our
Added
Value
Client and candidate service is
of paramount importance. All
candidates approached will be given
full and constructive feedback.
Successfully shortlisted candidates
will be thoroughly reference checked
and completely consistent with
our prior description of them.
Minerva boasts completely global
reach. Our London based team is
multi-lingual, and we have a number
of key partnerships with similar sized
businesses in other geographies.
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Diversity
Promoting equality is central to our work.

long list presentation, our candidate slate

We monitor our activities at all stages and

has been 31% women and 11% BAME; In

undertake positive action to maintain

terms of final appointments, almost 50%

statistics which are higher than the industry

have been women and approximately 15%

average. We also run a mentoring scheme

have come from BAME backgrounds.

through our Aspire programme, details of
which can be found on our website at

This performance is well above the industry

www.minervasearch.com. This program

average. Everyone in our team receives

seeks out talented individuals with

regular unconscious bias training, ensuring

protected characteristics in particular

that we conduct our work at all stages in a

relation to BAME and disability. Our

way that ensures that candidates with any

ongoing association with Humanity &

form of protected characteristic are able to

Inclusion (formerly Handicap International)

engage fully and actively with us in support

provides a strong testimonial to our

of their professional development.

commitment.
Since we began our analysis, we have
delivered over 250 successful mandates; at
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Relevant
Experience
Our track record in the social impact

services and governance are particularly

environment can demonstrate

relevant for work in the broader not-

successful placements into all strategic

for-profit sphere. On the professional

functions, both executive and non-

services side, we regularly recruit to

executive, leveraging the strength of

finance, HR, technology and estates roles,

our networks in other sectors to identify

with our shortlists including candidates

senior executives and non-executives

from a wide range of backgrounds, from

who can bring a different industry

financial services to pharmaceuticals,

perspective and set of capabilities.

as well as the strongest talent from
within sector. In terms of governance,

Our recent clients in the sector include:

we are very experienced in recruiting
trustees and Chairs of charities. We

• Humanity and Inclusion,

have a proven track record of finding

• War Child,

candidates who are an apt cultural fit.

• Y Care International,
• British Council,
• Papworth Trust,
• Royal British Legion,
• Tree Aid,
• The Conversation.
Our practice groups in professional
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Re-investing
Profits
Since we founded Minerva, we have
re-invested around ten per cent of our
annual profits each year into the sectors
that we serve. This is a central element
of our culture. For six years we have
been proud to sponsor the FBA Futures
exhibition of new graduate art at the
Mall Galleries, and have supported
two Syrian refugee academics through
three-year fellowships through www.
cara.org. We have provided support to
several charitable organisations, including
sponsoring grass-roots football.
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All artwork drawn from FBA Futures exhibition 2019
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